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Contains spells and magickal rites in a format that is simple to follow. Includes tips on the most
productive times to cast spells.
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AmericaIBI10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1Everyone has a special friend—that special someone who is
always there to help, give advice, whether you want it or not, and lend a hand when one is
needed. I have been blessed with two such special people, two folks who always seem to be
there when I need them; to help with computer glitches, and there have been hundreds; to drive
me and a sick pet to the animal hospital on New Year's eve; to help with mountains of mail,
grocery shopping, and all the things it takes to to run a church and school.To Autumn and
Aristaeus, I thank you, I love you, and I don't know what I would do without you.IntroductionAirAir
MagickAir Incense and FragranceAmuletAmulet MagickAnimalAnimal MagickAstralAstral
ProjectionAthameConsecration of the AthameBanishBanishing Ritual of the PentagramBesom
(Broom)Besom MagickBindingBinding MagickBook of ShadowsBook BlessingCandleCandle
Magick SpellsCharmsCharm MagickCrystalCrystal MagickDragonDragon MagickDrawing
Down the MoonEarthEarth MagickEarth Incense and FragranceEyeFairyThe Fairy RealmFairy
MagickFireFire MagickFire Incense and FragranceGlyphGolemGypsyGypsy MagickHairHair
MagickHerbsHerb MagickHexHow to Make a Hex SignIceIce MagickIncenseMagickal Incense
RecipesJewelsProperties of Jewels and Gem StonesJewel and Gem MagickKeyKnotKnot
MagickLampLamp MagickLoveLove MagickMandrake (Mandragora)MetalPlanetary Qualities of
MetalsMetal MagickMirrorMirror MagickMoonMoon MagickNumerologyNumbers and Their
MeaningsNumerology AnalysisOilsPentaclePhysical Properties of the PentaclePlanetsPlanetary
CorrespondencesPoppetLove-Binding SpellPersonal Success PoppetThe Healing
PoppetPotionLove-Drawing PotionRunesRune Stone MeaningsRune Layout
PatternsShamanismThe Vision QuestMedicine PowerCleansing and SmudgingSacred
PipeMedicine WheelGuardian SpiritSunTalismanTalisman Seals from the Key of SolomonTriple
GoddessUncrossingUncrossing RitualUnicornUnicorn EnchantmentVisualizationWandWand
ConsecrationWaterWater MagickWater Incense and FragranceWitch BottleYarrowYarrow Love
SpellZodiacThe Zodiac Wheel of the YearThe Twelve Signs of the ZodiacBibliographyAbout the
AuthorMagick is the most vital force in our lives. It gives us personal mastery over our destiny so
we are no longer victims of fate. To study magick is to study life, and to understand the concept
of controlled coincidence. Things do not happen randomly, but rather in conjunction or answer to
a previously set up condition. The past is what controls the present, and the present is what



creates the future.In essence, magick, is the rediscovery of your basic ability to create. What you
create or make happen today, is going to reflect on how you are able to deal with tomorrow. If
you were to get that much needed pay raise today, you could pay your bills tomorrow, and even
plan for something special in the future.Learning to do magick is like learning to drive—you learn
by doing. You take a little time each day to practice, and pretty soon you have it mastered. By
learning to drive, you increase your mobility and thus your realm of opportunities. You can
suddenly go places and do things you weren't able to do before. Each time you use magick, your
ability to control your life increases, and the better your chances are of getting what you
want.Discover how Witchcraft and magick can help you lead a better, more fulfilling life.
Arranged alphabetically, the magickal rites in this book can help you solve those annoying,
everyday problems that cause stress and anxiety. Each entry is fully defined, and then followed
by time tested spells that really work—spells that will fit into your fast-paced life style. Best of all,
you don't need to be a trained initiate, or have special powers, to make use of the material in this
book. All you need is an open mind, and the desire to succeed.The word ‘Witch’ derives from the
Anglo-Saxon wicca “a magickian who weakens the power of evil, or one who is able to bend
reality using natural forces.”Generally, Witchcraft employs the powers of nature to create a
charm, philtre, potion or spell to bring about the desired change. The physical object then
becomes the catalyst or focal point of the magickal operation.You decide what it is you want, and
then you create a spell or magickal rite to get it. You are in control at all times, and the outcome
depends on your focused will. The only limitations on magick, are those you place upon it.Spells
are one of the most popular and delightful ways to approach magick. Since they do not require
any specific amount of room, elaborate equipment, or special training, anyone can do them. The
only thing you really need to make a spell work is, a strong desire to have something or
someone.So, with all this in mind are you ready to do magick? Are you ready to cast that magick
spell that will help you get the things you really need and want? If the answer is yes, then you
have the right book in your hand. The charms, spells, and magickal formulas in this book are
easy to follow, and do not demand impossible-to-find ingredients. In fact, most of spells and
rituals in this book make use of everyday things like herbs, plants, minerals, and candles. For
those magickal operations that do require special items, such as oils or incense, recipes are
provided.The only thing you really need to know is “when” is the best time to cast a spell, or how
to coordinate your magickal operation to coincide with the phases of the moon. (Moon phases
can be found in The Old Farmers Almanac, or on any good Astrological Calendar.) A simple rule
of thumb is, use the new moon to begin projects, attract money, or regenerate friendships and
health; the full moon to channel energy toward projects involving personal success, career, love,
and marriage; the waning moon to get rid of negative influences, and bad situations.Last but not
least, try not to be disillusioned if your magick doesn't work immediately. Some spells just take
longer to work than others do. You must have faith, otherwise you block the flow of energy and
impede your progress. Remember, every powerful thought you send out leaves an imprint on the
etheric world. (For our purposes, etheric pertains to the invisible world, which vibrates at a



different level than the physical world. The realm of angels, gods, and other life forms which
communicate with humans.) So if you really believe in what you are doing—then it will come
true.AIRAir is symbolically related to breath. It is the subtle realm between the physical and
spiritual planes. Air provides us with inspiration, illumination, and the ability to communicate our
ideas to others. Air represents new beginnings, the thought process, and creativity. Air helps us
to focus and direct energy toward a desired goal. It is our ability to think and reason.AIR
MAGICKKnot the WindItems needed: 3’ strand of blue cord; compass.The calling or raising of
the wind is a very old magickal process, originally used when the wind was vital for sailing.
Witches were reputed to harness the power of the wind in a knotted cord, and then sell it to
sailors. When untied, the first knot would bring a gentle breeze. The second would bring a strong
wind, and the third a gale.Modern Witches use the knot spell to for inspiration and creativity. To
harness the power of the wind you will need a strand of blue cord and a compass. Go to the
highest hilltop you can find. Face the East. Take several deep, cleansing breaths. Hold the cord
above your head. When the wind begins to blow, tie the first knot, as you say the following:Air
Correspondence ChartVALUESInspiration, illumination, awareness, perceptionCOLORSBlue,
silver, white, graySYMBOLSCircle, bird, bell, sylph, flute, chimes, cloudsTOOLSWand, rod,
staffPLANTSAlmond, broom, clover, eyebright, lavender, pineSTONESAmethyst, sapphire,
citrine, azuritePLACESSky, mountain tops, tree tops, bluffs, airplanesZODIACAquarius, gemini,
libraTIMESpring, dawnARCHANGELRaphaelDIRECTIONEastPROCESSThinking, reading,
speaking, praying, singingI knot the windThe wind of desireI knot the windThe wind that shall
inspire.Repeat the above conjuration as you tie the second and third knots. Take a few moments
to feel the cleansing power of the wind. Ask the wind to free you from all negative thoughts and
vibrations. Take your cord and hang it above your desk or work space. Whenever you feel the
need for inspiration, untie the first knot and say the following:I free the windThe wind of desireI
free the windMy mind to inspire.Balloon MagickItems needed: small balloon filled with helium,
parchment paper, 6-8” string.Everyone loves balloons. They are like birds, free to float wherever
the wind may take them. The idea behind balloon magick is to free your wishes from human
bonds so they will have a chance to manifest.The best time to perform balloon magick is on New
Year's Eve. Choose the color of a balloon which most matches your desire, and have it filled with
helium:Red:Courage, strength, and power.Green:Money, luck, and personal
goals.Pink:Friendship and love.Blue:Creativity and peace.Orange:Action and
attraction.Black:Protection and release.Yellow:Selling and communication.White:Spiritual and
psychic awareness.Ten minutes before the hour of midnight, write your wish on a small piece of
parchment paper. With a small piece of string, attach the paper to the balloon. At the strike of
midnight let your balloon go as you chant the following passage.Float now freeBring to meWhat I
wishSo Mote It Be!Turn around and don't look back. Forget about the wish, and allow the powers
of the universe to make it come true.AIR INCENSE AND FRAGRANCEAmbergris (love,
lust)Wear ambergris to attract love. Mix Ambergris with a small amount of vanilla, burn on the
night of the full moon to increase passion.Benzoin (purification, prosperity)Burn benzoin to clear



a room of unwanted vibrations. Mix benzoin with frankincense and burn during the new moon to
clear confusion, and increase psychic powers.Lavender (love, protection)Wear lavender oil to
soothe the mind and body, and bring visions of love. Mix lavender with sage and burn during the
waning moon to purify and protect home.Pine (healing, money)Burn to clear air and help with
breathing problems. Mix pine with eucalyptus and burn to enhance life and bring money.Sage
(wisdom, protection)Wear sage oil to clear confusion. Place sage leaves under a door mat to
protect the home from negativity. Burn sage during the waning moon for protection and to clear
confusion.Star Anise (psychic power, luck)Burn or wear the seeds to increase psychic power. On
a windy day scatter the seeds in the wind to bring luck.Sweetgrass (spiritual attunement)Burn
sweetgrass to call in the spirits. Mix sweetgrass with lavender and burn to protect the home from
unwanted spirits.AMULETThe amulet is an object that has been left in its virgin state and has
been psychically charged with a specific purpose in mind. Amulets are passive in their abilities to
communicate energy patterns. Only when their barriers have been crossed do they react or
retaliate. For example, the horseshoe that hangs over the door will only bring good luck to those
who pass beneath it.Almost any symbolic object—special stones, shells, wood carvings, statues
—can be turned into an amulet. To charge an object as an amulet, hold it in your hand, think
about what the object represents, and visualize the object becoming a symbol of that concept as
you force your intention into it.AMULET MAGICKAnkhThe ankh symbol stands for everlasting
life and regeneration. The ankh amulet works best when made from wood, metal, or faience. The
ankh helps its wearer live life to the fullest degree and is sometimes used for success, as well as
for protection.CrossThe cross is the primordial sign for the union of opposites: spirit and matter,
positive and negative, male and female, sacred and secular. The cross is the conjunction of all
planes in existence. It is worn for protection.Eye or Udjat (the Eye of Horus)Whether facing left or
right, the eye is a form of protection and good health. Because of its association with Ra (the
high god of Egypt), the udjat was considered to be a potent amulet that would bring strength,
vigor, and soundness to its wearer.FeatherThe feather is a symbol of truth, transcendent
knowledge, and power. It represents the wind, the heavens, and the soul's journey to other
realms. The feather is considered to be a good omen and brings good fortune and luck in games
of skill.Hecate WheelThe symbol of the goddess of the crossroads, and emblem of the eternity
of Witchcraft. It can be used for protection or to help invoke the goddess herself. The symbol is
usually imprinted on a small round disk of silver, wood, or ceramic, and is worn on a cord around
the neck or carried in a pouch.KeyThe key is considered to be a universal symbol of life,
knowledge, initiation, wisdom, and freedom. The key brings opportunity, offers choice, and
signifies new beginnings. A gold key brings good luck, prosperity, and opportunity, and is good
for business. The silver key helps one retain knowledge, imparts wisdom, and frees the
spirit.PentacleThe symbol of the spirit in control of the forces of nature or the elements of
ordinary life. This is usually made of silver, gold, pewter or copper, and is worn around the neck
for protection from negative vibrations. (This can be consecrated into a talisman, or just worn as
a protective amulet).ScarabThis is a replica of the Egyptian dung beetle. It is usually made from



stone or clay. The beetle (scarabaeus sacer) was the symbol of the sun god Khepera, a self
created and self-sustaining force. The scarab represents life, regeneration, and renewal—divine
providence. To wear the scarab brings health and strength. It also provides powerful protection
against all harm.UnicornThe unicorn is a lunar emblem of chastity, purity, and divine justice. To
own or wear a Unicorn brings security and protection. The root of the Unicorn is a symbol of
love, and used to bind the affections of another.Yin-YangChinese cosmic symbol. The yin-yang
symbol has become very popular with the New Age movement, because it represents the
universe and all its possibilities. It is the embodiment and unification of all opposites—the
feminine (yin) and masculine (yang) principles. When worn as an amulet it serves as protection
and a means to bring one into alignment with the cosmos.ANIMALIt has long been believed that
humans have a kinship with animals, and that this kinship allows us to draw on their special
qualities. When choosing an animal as a totem (a hereditary badge or emblem for a tribe or clan
that serves as a personal sacred talisman), you call upon the power of the animal and are drawn
into harmony with its strength and power. Totems appear in dreams and bring healing,
abundance, strength and power, and protection. Native American Indians believe that when you
align your consciousness with that of an animal, that animal will speak to you in a special way,
the way of power. This way of power is considered to be very potent. The totem animal then
becomes your spiritual ally and safely guides you through life's trials and tribulations. For
example, if you feel the need for more independence, you might want to work with the cat. If you
are faced with a problem which calls for swift action, then the horse would be a good choice.The
best way to make contact with your power animal is during meditation. Choose a place where
you can be alone for at least 15 minutes. Dim the lights and turn off all outside distractions,
including the television, radio, and stereo. Seat yourself in a comfortable chair and relax your
body. Begin at the top of the head and work downward.Tilt your head forwards, backwards, and
then from side to side, breathing deeply three times each. Relax.Continue down through the
neck, chest, back, arms and abdomen, breathing deeply three times for each body section.
Relax.Then continue on down through the thighs, knees, ankles, feet, and toes. Check all
muscles you can feel and be sure that they are relaxed. If your breathing is even and calm,
relaxation will come quickly and easily.As you direct your breathing, exclude all thoughts and
sensations and fix your consciousness totally on the breathing process. Let your mind slip into a
semiconscious state and ask for your power animal to appear. When the animal comes into
focus, relax and allow yourself to connect with the animal on a mental level. Invite the animal to
work with you and give you a measure of its power. When you feel you have absorbed the
qualities or power needed, thank your power animal, and return to a full conscious state of
mind.ANIMAL MAGICKThe following animals all have magickal qualities that can be harnessed
in times of need. Choose an animal to work with that best represents a personality characteristic
you would like to develop or improve.Bear (introspection, stability, wisdom)The strength of the
bear lies in its ability to enter into a state of hibernation. In this state it is able to digest the year's
experience. The bear gains wisdom through sleep in dream time. When warmth and sunlight



return, the bear emerges strong, stable, and with renewed vitality. Bear is strongly protective of
home and family.Bear AssociationsDirection: NorthElement: EarthDeities: Artemis, Diana, Thor,
CernunnosThe bear will teach you great wisdom. He will also teach you the value of stillness
and introspection. When you feel the need for stability, call on the bear during meditation. Ask
him to bring you wisdom.Buffalo (abundance, prayer, thanksgiving)The buffalo was the major
source of food for the Plains Indians. The buffalo provided meat, hide for clothing, and hooves
for glue. The buffalo was considered sacred in many traditions because it represented the ideal
that when all was in balance there was great abundance. When there was abundance, prayer
and thanksgiving were offered in gratitude.Buffalo AssociationsDirection: North and
SouthElements: Earth and FireDeities: Apis, Cernunnos, Jupiter, Thor, ZeusWhen you feel out of
synch with those around you or your environment, ask the buffalo for help. Work with the buffalo
during meditation. When you feel the need to pray or give thanks for blessings received, ask the
buffalo to help you express your emotions in a proper manner.Cat (independence, secrets)The
cat is very independent, a mighty hunter, and has many secrets. The cat was worshiped by the
Egyptians because of its cunning and ability to purge the house of undesirable elements. Bast,
the cat-headed goddess, was considered to be a great protector of women. In ancient Rome,
the cat was a symbol of freedom. The cat is known for hiding and being secretive.Cat
AssociationsDirection: North and SouthElements: Earth and FireDeities: Bast, Brighid, Hathor,
Isis, Maat, Osiris, RaIf there is something you need to find out about yourself or others, ask the
cat for help during meditation. If you feel overburdened and feel the need for more for
independence, invite the cat into your dreams.Dog (friendship, loyalty)Dogs have long been
considered man's best friend. The dog is loyal to a fault, content with the bare necessities of life,
and, like the wolf, protective of home and family. For thousands of years, dogs have been
honored for their loyalty. Hermes (Mercury) was frequently accompanied by his faithful dog.
Argos, Odysseus's dog, was the only one to recognize him when he returned from the Trojan
War. Dogs have a keen sense of smell, hearing, and sight. It is said they can sense evil and
death approaching.Dog AssociationsDirection: NorthElements: EarthDeities: Odin, Lugh,
Demeter, Mercury/Hermes, IshtarUse the dog when you feel the need for support from your
friends, or when you feel loyalties are divided. During meditation ask the dog to protect you from
the negative thoughts and vibrations others send your way.Eagle (spirit, connection to the
Divine)The eagle is believed to be the messenger or connection between humans and the
divine. The eagle has the ability to live in the realm of the spirit and yet remain connected to the
Earth and its inhabitants. The eagle represents the grace that is achieved through hard work.
The eagle teaches humans how to have courage and learn from the lows in life as well as the
highs.Eagle AssociationsDirection: EastElement: AirDeities: Zeus, Indra, Jupiter, Mithras,
ApolloWhen you need help with spiritual development ask the eagle for help. In meditation
merge with the eagle for help with rising above material desires. Ask the eagle to enter your
dreams and impart knowledge of about the Ancient Ones.Elephant (wisdom, stability)The
elephant has always been revered for its size, intelligence, and devotion to family. The Greek



philosopher Aristotle admired the elephant for its great wisdom and intelligence. In Hinduism,
the elephant-headed god Ganesha is invoked before any undertaking for his wisdom. Ganesha
is said to bring stability and abundance to shop owners.Elephant AssociationsDirection:
NorthElement: EarthDeities: Ganesh, Indra, SivaIf you're having problems making decisions,
work with the elephant for wisdom and stability. If you're considering starting a business or need
to attract more customers to your present business, ask the elephant-headed god Ganesha for
help.Horse (swift action, power)The horse has long been a symbol of swiftness and power. In
ancient mythology it is the horse that bears the heroes and the gods across the earth, and even
across the sky, at great speed. The horse is physical power and unearthly power. In shamanic
practices, the horse enables the shaman to fly through the air to reach the heavens or spirit
realm. The horse is able to carry great burdens for long distances with ease.Horse
AssociationsDirection: North, East, South, WestElement: Earth, Air, Fire, WaterDeities: Epona,
Helios, Brighid, Apollo, Godiva, Mars, ArtemisWhen you need to respond swiftly to a situation,
call on the horse. If you need more personal power, or are overburdened by too much work, ask
the horse to give you strength.Owl (clairvoyance, magick, astral projection)The owl has been
called the night eagle because of its connection to the world of spirit. The owl hunts at night. The
owl can see in the dark and pinpoint prey by sound. Humans may be afraid of the dark, but night
is owl's friend. The owl is silent; you can't hear it when it flies. The owl has often been associated
with the Witch because of its connection to the night.Owl AssociationsDirection: EastElement:
AirDeities: Athena, Lilith, Hecate, Bloeuweed, Isis, MinervaDuring meditation, ask the owl to
help you unveil the truth and see things clearly. The owl can also help you learn to interpret
omens and intuit dreams. Before doing any kind of divination, ask the owl to be present and help
you interpret things correctly.Skunk (reputation, respect)The significance of the skunk is no joke.
This adorable, furry little animal has a reputation that demands great respect. Due to its
distinctive behavior, humans, and other animals, give this tiny, odoriferous creature a wide berth.
The fundamental concept here is respect. The skunk's message to all is walk your talk, respect
yourself and others, and you will create a position of strength and an honored reputation.Skunk
AssociationsDirection: North, EastElement: Earth, AirDeities: Diana, Cernunnos, ArtemisIf you
feel a need for respect from friends or family, call on the skunk. He is sure to liven things up. If
you live alone, ask the skunk to warn you of danger and protect your home.Wolf (power,
protection, psychic development)Wolves howl at the moon, they mate openly, and walk silently
through the woods. The wolf lives by instinct. The wolf is the pathfinder, the discoverer of new
ideas who returns to his family to teach them the ways of the world. The Wolf has keen senses,
works with the power of the moon, and is a symbol of psychic energy.Wolf
AssociationsDirection: NorthElement: EarthDeities: Loki, Odin, Diana, Artemis, Brighid, the
MorriganWhen you are in need of more personal power or psychic energy call on the wolf. The
wolf will take you to his private den and teach you how to walk silently and work with the power
of the moon to build psychic skills.ASTRALThe astral plane is the working ground of the
magickian, where the truth about all things is revealed. It is the place of angels, demons, and



fairies, host to the elemental forces of nature. To the Witch and magickian alike, the astral plane
holds the secret of power, the key to the creation of miraculous effects on the physical plane.The
astral plane has often been defined as the realm of visual imagination, a celestial realm where
all things are possible. As a result of its ethereal atmosphere, the astral plane remains a great
mystery to most. For the fearless explorer, however, the astral plane is nothing more than an
uncharted realm waiting to be discovered.The astral plane is just as real to the astral body as the
material plane is to the physical body. To the traveler on the astral plane, the scenery and
everything connected with it seems as solid as the most solid material appears to the physical
eye. One may travel from one region of the astral to another simply by an act of will without ever
moving the physical body.
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Raymond Figueroa, “Five Stars. Excellent customer service fast shipping highly recommend to
all”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The savings alone-worth the shopping time. Very good condition for the
cost”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Witch's Master Grimoire. Though the book is wonderfully planned and laid
out, I could only give 4 stars as the book seemed to be lacking in information. It felt as if it was
set up for a begenner. Don't get me wrong, it is a wonderful book and I plan on keeping it in my
own library for refrence and for my daughter, when she's old enough, however I fear it may not
be the first book that comes to mind when I have a question. All the same, thank you, Lady
Sabrina, for your efforts and your acomplishments. Brightest blessings.”

John Van de Velde, “Outstanding. The perfect book for both Wicca believers and practioners, if
you start with Wicca or have experience with it, this book is a good basis or a good mind
refresher.”

crystal harris-scott, “Five Stars. Love it”
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